MLA Works Cited Guide

MLA Works Cited
Guidelines from the MLA Handbook (8th edition) and the MLA Style Center:
https://style.mla.org/?_ga=2.166185086.1106097333.1584550039-1779183771.1568892708

Basics of the Works Cited Page

- The Works Cited page should be its own page at the end of the paper.
- "Works Cited" (without the quotation marks) should be centered at the top of the page.
- The list of sources should be double spaced.
- Use a hanging indentation for each source. This means begin each entry with the left margin but each subsequent line is indented by half an inch.
- Alphabetize by the first term in each entry. (This is generally the author’s last name, but it could be the title of the work if there is no author)

Core Elements

Author. (last name, first name)
Title of source. (include in quotations if an article)
Title of container, (in italics)
Other contributors,
Version,
Number,
Publisher,
Publication date,
Location.

Example of Book with One Author:

Example of a Book with Multiple Authors:

Examples of Journal Articles:

The Princeton Review is not affiliated with Princeton University.
*Many students wonder about the element, “Title of container.” The “container” concept is relevant when citing an article in a journal. The article is the source and the container is the journal that the article was published in. Likewise, if citing a chapter in an edited book, the chapter is the source and the edited book is the container.

For more detailed information of each core element, please consult the MLA Style page here: https://style.mla.org/works-cited-a-quick-guide/